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Elite SRS was founded in 2016 by Matt
Hopkins, a former competitive jumper and

coach to numerous national and world jump
rope champions.

His goal from the beginning was to develop
ropes that enable competitive jump rope
athletes to excel at the highest levels of

their sport. His belief was that if the ropes he
built would work for them, they'd work for

everyone.
The result: a premium brand with an

approachable, come-one-come-all
personality.
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SPEED ROPES
Jump ropes designed with speed in mind. These ropes
are used specifically for double unders or competitive

speed jumping. 
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THE speed jump rope used by the
fastest jumpers in the world.
The patented Bullet COMP is the premium speed jump rope
featuring a near frictionless spin and an innovative head design
that makes resizing or cord replacement extremely quick and
easy. 

Dual ball bearings.
Completely tool-less so no need for an allen wrench to adjust
cable length.
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BULLET COMP



COLORS PERFORMANCE
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DOUBLE UNDERS

FREESTYLE

SPEED

SMOOTH SPIN

COMPATIBLE CABLES
12.4mm, 1.6mm, 1.3mm, &
1.1mm
 
Cables on Page 27

BULLET COMP



Your ticket to double unders!
The patented Surge 3.0 improves your spin control and efficiency,
helping you realize instant gains in your double under speed and
consistency. Start your DUs with the 4mm PVC and quickly ramp

up to the 2.4mm speed cables
 

Dual-ball bearing aluminum handles.
Screw driver built into the handle - No need for a tool.
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SURGE   3.0



COLORS
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DOUBLE UNDERS

FREESTYLE

SPEED

SMOOTH SPIN

COMPATIBLE CABLES
1.1mm, 1.3mm, 1.6mm, 2.4mm,
3.2mm, & 4mm PVC
 
Cables on Page 27

PERFORMANCE

SURGE   3.0



 “Bang for your buck” this rope is a
great introduction to speed jumping.

The Spark is the perfect introduction to speed jumping. Featuring
the lightest speed handles that Elite SRS offers, this rope is great

for competitive speed jumping, double unders, and Crossfit.
 

Smooth and consistent spin with no bearings.
Ergonomic dimpled handles to keep hands from slipping.

Extremely light so you can jump faster for longer.
 

SPARK
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SPARK

Customize handle & cable colors.
Compatable Cables - 1.1mm, 1.3mm, 1.6mm, 2.4mm & 3.2mm.
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Double unders are hard. Get your practice in
without whipping your shins.
Practicing double under & speed jumping rhythm and coordination.
Improving arm endurance for competitive jumpers.
Improving coordination between arms..
 
*See Spark Handles for color options (Page 10).

CORDLESS JUMP ROPE
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SERIES
You push hard in training. Limited edition ropes will

equip you to Do Hard Things™.
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Double under progression.
The handles are longer and heavier than our other
speed ropes, giving beginners a better "feel" for
what's happening with the cord. We've included
cords at three separate thicknesses which help
with a speed progression.
The long handles also make this our preferred
"speed style" rope because it makes freestyle
movements easier for anyone who wants to use
their rope for more than just double unders.
 
This Rope was developed with customization in mind. That
means if comes stock with no Elite SRS logos, perfect for
laser engraving(Page 44).

THE REP ROPE

Includes:
- 4mm PVC
- 3.2mm Outdoor Cable
- 3/32 Mach series Cable
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Get a frustration free rhythm, spike your heart rate, and earn a serious sweat
with this rope. Heavy 2" beads add resistance for a more robust workout.

The weight of this heavy beaded rope slows it down, improving feedback
and enabling a more consistent rhythm.

 

DO HARD THINGS PULSE ROPE
Without Grip Tape
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Heavier beads equal: better workout.



Heavier beads equal: better workout.
Get a frustration free rhythm, spike your heart rate, and earn a serious sweat with
this rope. Heavy 2" beads add resistance for a more robust workout, and the long

handles with grip tape. Grip tape needed because the drag of these thicker
beads will result in sweatier hands.

The weight of this heavy beaded rope slows it down, improving feedback and
enabling a more consistent rhythm

.

With Grip Tape
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DO HARD THINGS PULSE ROPE



 A cardio and freestyle rope best used in warmups
and workouts that feature freestyle movements.

The 1" beads create a flexible and durable rope that you can take anywhere to
get your work in.

The one disadvantage of PVC ropes is that they will kink and eventually snap.
Beaded ropes do not kink and so maintain their rope shape as it moves around

your body which again helps with executing tricks as well as making the rope
last for the user.

 
 

DO HARD THINGS - 1'' BEADED
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 A fitness and cardio rope best used in
warmups and workouts that feature
simple single jumps.
This ultra durable fitness rope features a
thick 6mm PVC cord with an inner string
cord that can be used both indoors on
smooth surfaces and outside on rough ones.
The 6mm cord is thicker than most similar
ropes, adding resistance to workouts for a
serious arm and cardio burn. 

DO HARD THINGS 6mm PVC
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FREESTYLE ROPES
Jump ropes designed for releases, crosses, and

abundant movement.
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Versatile rope for freestyle and fitness.
The Fit+ is an all-around fitness and conditioning jump rope used by
the pros and beginners alike. It features long 8in handles that make

freestyle and release moves much easier.
Unbreakable handles with low profile grip tape.

Snap/lock system for convenient resizing or cord replacement.
Recommended rope for competitive freestyle jumpers.

.

FIT+
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FIT+

Fit+ has 14 Color Options.
Compatible with 4,5, & 6mm PVC.

Fully Customizable - Mix & Match Handles and cords.
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This jump rope makes
freestyle power moves just a little easier.
The handles are soft and much more
forgiving to land on. Power tricks with
traditional hard-plastic freestyle handles
can leave bruises on your hands. These
won't.
6.6" Handles made from special
polypropylene that will bend and flex but
never shatter. 

EDGE FLEX
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FITNESS ROPES
You need a great jump rope for your gym bag or to

keep in your locker. Staple ropes for everyday workouts.
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MUAY THAI 2.0

Heavy rope for a quality workout.
The Muay Thai jump rope doesn’t mess around. This 1.5-pound rope offers a quick cardio

workout and a deep burn in the shoulders and forearms.
Dual ball bearings create a very smooth spin. Weight in the cord, NOT in the handles.

Heavy duty handles that can be abused during endurance workouts.

8ft 9ft 10ft
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The staple jump rope
for anyone doing regular rope work 

and cardio fitness training.
Train like a champion with the Boxer 3.0. Equipped

with 5.5" unbreakable polymer handles and an ultra-
durable 5mm PVC jump rope cord.

BOXER 3.0
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BOXER 3.0

Boxer 3.0 has 14 Color Options.
Compatible with 4 & 5mm PVC.
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CORDS & CABLES
Freestyle & Speed
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CORDS & CABLES

1.1mm - Ultra Thin

1.3mm - Ultra Thin

1.6mm - Bare Cable

2.4mm - Nylon Coated

3.2mm - Outdoor

3.2mm - Freestyle Cable

4mm PVC

5mm PVC

3.3mm - Diamond Braided Poly
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CORDS
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An upgraded PVC replacement jump rope cord with string in the middle.
The string running through the PVC makes this stretch- and kink-resistant
compared to standard solid core PVC cords. The string also increases the
durability of the cord, making it less likely to snap or break in cold weather.
 
6mm only available in White.

4, 5, & 6mm PVC



CABLES

This cable has a thicker outer white PVC coating and thinner inner
stainless steel wire core than standard speed cables, making it
more flexible, but slightly slower. Resists kinking and memory
from coiling. Great for freestyle jumping or beginners and
intermediates that want a slower rope for learning double unders.

3.2mm - Freestyle Cable

A fast cable for use with a speed or double under jump rope. Very
light and cuts through the air with ease. It is faster than standard
coated speed cables, but has no coating, and will wear out more
quickly.

1.6mm - Bare Wire Speed Cable

A fast cable for use with a speed or double under jump rope. Very light and
cuts through the air with ease. It is faster than standard coated speed

cables, but has no coating, and will wear out more quickly.

Ultra Thin Speed Cable

1.1mm 1.3mm

THE FASTEST SPEED JUMPING CABLE
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https://elitesrs.com/products/3-32-nylon-coated-jump-rope-cable


CABLES

The standard speed cable for most speed ropes. Kink resistant 2.4mm steel cable
made in the USA. The nylon coating improves durability without sacrificing speed.

This is a true "speed" cable used for double unders and speed jumping.

2.4mm - Nylon Coated Cable

This new outdoor-rated cable can be
used to turn any of your cable speed

ropes into an outdoor rope. Our
toughest cable. Heavily coated in nylon

to take a beating on concrete surfaces. It
will eventually wear out, but will last

longer than any other cable on the
market. Available in black only.

3.2mm - Outdoor Cable
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ACCESSORIES
Mats, Grip Tape & More
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JUMP ROPE MAT
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JUMP ROPE MAT
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A portable jump rope mat that absorbs the impact of jumping
on your joints and extends the life of your jump ropes. Perfect
for a variety of uses, including jump rope training, stretching
and calisthenics. Made of a durable vinyl foam material that is
designed to reduce the "bounce" of the jump rope when it hits
the ground.

Less bounce = less misses!
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 This grip tape will do the job. One roll of
grip tape will take care of two jump rope

handles. Absorbs up to 70% of harmful
vibrations.

Increases control of the jump rope handles.
Water-proof and sun-damage proof.

 

GRIP TAPE

Have trouble holding onto your jump rope when
you sweat?
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CABLE ACCESORIES

Metal stops to put on the end of cable speed
ropes. Attaches securely to jump rope cables.
No need to worry about the adjustable screw
coming off.

Use these soft steel crimps to secure Mach Series cables,
including the bare wire and ultra thin cables. They prevent

fraying at the ends of the cable. These crimps can also be
used on the 2.4mm cables as a permanent solution to

keeping the adjustable screws from coming off.

METAL CRIMPS FOR JUMP ROPE CABLES

JUMP ROPE CABLE STOP

These cable cutters are sharp, simple and easy on the
wallet. The best quality we've found at a good price.
Quickly cut your jump rope to the correct size with
minimal effort.

JUMP ROPE CABLE CUTTERS

A convenient way to carry spare
parts for repairs and modifications

on-the-go!
The Parts Kit includes:

Adjustable Collar/Screws
Variety of Cable Stop sizes
Rubber Caps for Bare Wire

Metal Crimps
 

JUMP ROPE REPAIR & PARTS KIT

https://elitesrs.com/products/bare-wire-jump-rope-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/coated-ultra-thin-jump-rope-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/3-32-nylon-coated-jump-rope-cable
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CABLE SCREWS

For Boxer and Fit+ jump ropes. Use to adjust and
secure beaded and licorice jump ropes that use
PVC cord. 4, 5, & 6mm available.

Thumb Screw - can be tightened down with your fingers
or a Phillips head screwdriver. Recommended for 3.2mm

Freestyle Cable and Black Outdoor Cables.
 a permanent solution to keeping the adjustable screws

from coming off.

THUMB SCREW

High quality screw with a lower profile head. Works for
Mach Series 2.4mm Standard Speed Cable or bare cables.

THUMB  SCREW (BLACK))

Allows the handles to spin with greater ease. No screw
to get in the way. Recommended for applications

where low screw profile is necessary. Can size for Mach
Series: 3.2, 2.4, & 1.6mm cables.

 

HEX KEY ADJUSTIBLE SCREW

CORD ENDS

GRUB SCREW
Replacement grub screw for Surge® 3.0 model
speed rope handles. Used to secure down the
cable in the handle.

https://elitesrs.com/products/bare-wire-jump-rope-cable


GYM BUNDLES
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SPARK SET

The Spark is the perfect introduction to speed jumping.
Featuring the lightest speed handles available (0.6oz), this

rope is great for competitive speed jumping, double
unders, and Crossfit. Ultra light handles are helpful for

reducing hand and arm fatigue.

50 Spark speed rope handles (assorted
colors). 
25 nylon coated 2.4mm speed cables
(assorted colors). Made in USA. 10ft long.
Kink resistant.
25 adjustable screws for quickly sizing
ropes

KIT INCLUDES
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DOUBLE UNDER PRO SET

A complete kit includes everything you need for double
under training and competition. Experiment with different

speed cable options for progression improvement or
different types of workout. Convenient jump rope and

cable storage.

Surge® 3.0 handles: A self
adjusting speed rope featuring
dual ball bearings and ultra
light 1oz handles. Easily swap
out and adjust your cables. The
Surge® 3.0 improves your spin
control and efficiency, helping
you realize instant gains in
your speed and consistency.
Ultra light-weight design.
Standard Cable: 2.4mm nylon
coated black speed cable 
Heavy Cable: 3.2mm black
outdoor heavy cable for
outdoor training (will last
longer on abrasive surfaces). 
Bare Cable: 1.6mm bare wire
cable for use during
competition. Fastest cable.
(Includes plug inserts so the
cable won't wear the handle.)
Freestyle Cable: 3.2mm PVC
coated white freestyle cable (a
"heavier" cable for freestyle
movements or added
resistance).
Cable Cutters: Light weight
cable cutters for quickly
trimming and resizing your
cables.
Teko Bag: A handy bag for
storing your jump rope, screws
and extra cables.

KIT INCLUDES

 

https://elitesrs.com/products/elite-surge-crossfit-speed-rope
https://elitesrs.com/products/3-32-nylon-coated-jump-rope-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/3mm-outdoor-heavy-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/bare-wire-jump-rope-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/1-8-freestyle-replacement-cable
https://elitesrs.com/products/cable-cutters
https://elitesrs.com/collections/gear/products/teko-bag-9-x-10-jump-rope-organizer


CUSTOM PRODUCTS
UV Printing & Engraving
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Build a Rope that tells your brand's story.
Customize any of our ropes to match your brand.

For beaded ropes select up to 6 different bead
colors or any patterns you can dream up.

Mix handle colors. Edge, Fit, Core, Boxer and
Spark Handles are available.

14 Different color beads and PVC to choose from.

CUSTOM ROPE BUILDING
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Why UV Printing?
UV Printing provides a strong adhesion to the resin we

make our handles out of. 
It also allows us to print multiple colors per logo.
Increased durability: UV printing is more scratch

resistant that traditional printing

UV PRINTING
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UV PRINTING
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Custom mark on any of our metal handles.
Like our premium ropes, and want to get your logo on

them? We got you covered!

ENGRAVING
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ENGRAVING
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CUSTOM PRICING
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One Time Set Up Fee
(Each Logo)

- $50 -
 

Less Than 500 Handles
- $1.00 Per Handle -

 
More Than 500 Handles

- $0.75 Per Handle -



WHOLESALE
Pricing
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COMPLETED ROPES - 48
COMPONENTS - 49 & 50









CONTACT
WHOLESALE MANAGER

Blake McCormick
blake@elitesrs.com

WHOLESALE
Phil Imhof

phil@elitesrs.com

EliteSRS.com
607 N Wenatchee Ave
Wenatchee, WA 98801

(509)257-3352
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